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ThisL-invention-has-tof do ‘with. structure for’ conducting 
?uidsia'ndl- particularly to pipesrhaving protective coatings‘ 
thereon;1.’tl1etprir1'1ar.yI objectbeing toprovide a novel sup‘ 
porting; shoe :for‘ the pipe section; 

For- a number of~years P there has been: considerable I 
activity inlth'e ?eld of-icoveringopipes'withtmaterials to 

' prevent-corrosionthereof; ApipIe-line such as-that‘used 
for. . conducting; natural-5 gas or petroleum ' before I being, 
buried, r is frequently’ coated with», a ~ corrosion-proof~-'ma-‘ 
terial= as, for example, viscous ‘bituminouscompositions; 
The pipe-is thereuponv wrapped with preparedr'oofingt 

paperwor the like.‘ Oftentimes the corrosion-proof'ma 
terial: is \ an~_ asphalt composition heatedvto facilitate I ap-~ 

applied directly - to i the - plic‘ation- thereof or otherwise‘ 
Pipe 

ticularly undersirable in thermaterialrwhich» 1ies=beneath~ 
the Wrapping paper. Such “holidays” may be due to 
imperfecti application of‘ the ‘coverings. or damage thereto 
during the wrapping process.‘ More often, (the damage 
occurs during handling of ‘the coated‘pipes subsequent to 
the' ‘coating ‘operation - during transport,‘ during weldihgof 
the joints Tofithe pipe‘ sections; and’du'ring layingfand 
coveringof‘the coated‘pipe: ‘ ' 

It" has beenmecessary, therefore, to'us‘e extremescare 
prior to'buri'al in¢attemptingto 'detect the ?aws and ‘many 
types of “holiday” detectors 'are-rprese'ntly-on the‘market 
for" such‘ purpose: Upon'detectinga' flaw it becomes 
ncessary to patch‘therdefect' and it "is‘ manifest 'tli'a‘t‘time 
and‘expenseinvolved in-‘removing a large number‘of 
?aws in the pipe, presents-'aivery de?nite problem to the 
entire industry. . , -> ‘ 

According to the present invention, therefore‘, there is 
included a plurality of shoes for the pipe sections con 
nected directly thereto and designed to support the pipe 
in such manner as to materially reduce accidental damage 
to the coating thereof from the time the coating is ap 
plied until after the same is laid and covered. 

It is the most important object of the present in 
vention to provide structure for conducting fluids that 
includes a pipe having a noncorrosive covering thereon, 
together with a number of shoes, each provided with 
concavities conforming in contour to the con?guration of 
the pipe for cradling the latter and thereby holding the 
same elevated so that the coating is protected against 
damage. 

Another important object of the present invention is 
to provide novel means of interconnecting the shoes 
and the pipe and including means within the concavities 
bonding the hoses directly to the coatings on the pipes and 
made of resilient material so that the shoes have limited 
'movement with respect to the pipe. 

Other important objects will appear during the course 

It is-extremelyimportant to know, after the corrosion; - 
proof coating and‘wrapping' are applied, whether-unnot 
the coatingtcontains ?aws 'or pinholes‘which m‘ay‘permit - 
access of- ground. water or. other ‘corrosive agents'rto the 
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ofnth‘e- following speci?cation; reference being bad to'ther 
accompanying‘. drawing; wherein: 

Figure 1-‘ is~an-|elevational view ofaplu'rality of‘pipes 
in; stacked, interconnected- relationship and1 having; shoes ~' 
thereoni'mad‘e pursuant to the presentiinvention. 

Fig;.- 2' is ‘an end-elevational ‘view 
shown ‘in Figs 1. 
Figs 3 is‘ an enlarged, vertical, cross-sectional view‘ 

through one of the pipes and one of theshoes thereon. 
Figr'4sis- aIf-ragmentary, longitudinal, cross-sectional 

view taken“ on “linervérv ‘of Fig'.. 3. 
Fig.2‘ 5‘ isl'a perspective view of‘one ofrthe'shoes en 

tirely.removedfrom-the pipe; and 
Fig.1 6-is- a ground section showing a pair of intercom" 

ne'ct'ed- pipes rinT‘elevation; together with' supportingshoes a‘ 
therefor. 

The: pipe shoe formi‘ngthé subject matter of the present“ 
invention‘is‘best seenr’in Fig. 5 of the drawing, and is " 
broadly designated by the numeral 10. It may be made 
from any suitable-‘rigidmaterial, but, by virtue of the 
contemplated-use to‘bemade-thereof as hereinafter set 
forth,‘ it is to be- preferred that the same be‘ of non-" 
corrosiue'rmate‘rial: or berendered ‘corrosion-proof by" 
specialrrtr‘eatment. ' 

Except- for :the provisionof a-concavity or depression‘ 
12§'in-‘the1‘b1ock~like:shoe‘10, it‘ mayltake a polygonal’ 
form as shown, presenting a ?at, substantially square‘? 
\bottom"14,- a pair- of ?at;- parallel; rectangular sidewalls 
16‘1'and: 18,: and ta-rpair' ofr'?at, parallel ‘end walls 20=v 
and ' 

InT-the-formofr’shoe110 chosen‘ for illustration, the‘ de-" 
pression- 12 ‘is'elongated, extends longitudinally ofthe'" 
shoe=1.0,'and' is‘transv‘e‘rsely arcuate conforming in conic 
?guration with the- contour. of cylindrical pipes’ 241w. 
which’ the-shoe'10 Pis ‘securedf 
The substantially‘v semi-cylindrical‘ concavity 12 is‘ 

adapted to cradle the pipes 24i‘and-las above-indicatedgz 
to “thereby; protect coatings 26 thereon. It is tobe pre 
ferred that¥the\shoe"sr10*be' attached to the coatings 26 so ~ 
that itheisame remain- thereon after joining of the abutting; 
ends-of!‘ pipe sections 2Zl\as‘I by welding 28' -in' the usual" 
manner, iandrafter- burial in the ground 30; 
As also shown in'iFig.6=of'the"drawing, ‘when shoes 10~ 

are applied‘to the pipe vsections-Mann the latter lowered! 
into‘ ditchr‘32 ‘dugrfor-suchfpurpose,’ the -loWerrnostF faces’ 
14! of-ilth'e'i shoes-L10 li‘e'i?at-ly on the botton‘ of the ditch’l 
32 and thereby protect the coverings 26 until the'ditcl? 
32» is: “?lled: ' with-R‘ di-rtil ' and-{'1 the 1 entire ?uid-‘conducting 
structured ‘ 

ground; T - 

As ‘above indicated, the coatings 26 are applied to the 
pipes 24 for the purpose of protecting the same against 
corrosion and these coverings are well adapted to have 
the shoes 10 attached directly thereto in any suitable 
manner such as by bonding. To this extent, therefore, 
the entire surfaces 
with an adhesive coating and the shoes 
plied to the coating 26 
of such adhesive. 

In addition to the utilization of proper material for 
attaching the shoes 10 so as to assure against accidental 
displacement, it is important that the joinder be such as to 
permit limited movement of the shoes 10 relative to the 
pipes 24. Thus, during handling, and as the shoes 10 are 
moved against other objects, it- will not become easily 
torn loose from the coatings 26, thereby requiring re 
pair of the latter to remove “holidays” that would re 
sult therefrom. 

Adhesive substance for coating the concavity 12 should, 
therefore, be chosen so as to present a resilient pad be 
tween the shoe 10 and the coating 26 which will be 

10 thereupon ap 
so as to join the shoes 10 by use 

of the stacks of‘ pipes‘ 

.thereby“buried-beneath the surfaces'='of- the '~' 

of the concavities 12 may be covered . 
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yieldable to slight and limited movement of the shoe 
relative to the coating 26. 
One satisfactory way of mounting the shoe 10 upon 

the pipe 26 is illustrated in Figs. 2 to 4 inclusive, and in 
cludes a substantially semi-cylindrical liner 34 of suitable 
resilient material, and which may be connected to both 
the coating 26 and to the shoe 10 within its concavity 
12. One means of so interconnecting the shoe 10 with 
the coating 26, through the liner 34, is by use of adhesives 
36 and 38 on both surfaces of the liner 34 so as to bond 
the same both to the coating 26 and to the shoe 10 
within its concavity 12. 

In this method of bonding the shoe 10 to the coating 12, 
the liner 34 serves as the pad between the pipe 24 and 
its shoe since it is to be preferred that the liner 34 be 
made from a suitable resilient material such as sponge 
rubber. Keeping in mind however, that the entire struce 
ture should be corrosion-proof, many resilient materials 
of a synthetic nature may be employed to produce the 
lining 34 and to this end it is to be preferred that the 
latter conform in size both longitudinally and transversely 
to the dimensions of the depression 12. 

Figures 1 and 2 of the drawing illustrate how the shoe 
10, forming the subject matter of this invention, lends 
itself excellently to stacking of the pipe sections 24 and 
vat the same time holding the same spaced-apart so that 
the protective coatings 26 thereon, are not damaged 
as has heretofore been the case where it has been neces 
sary for the pipes 24 to be stacked with their coatings 26 in 
interengagement. 
Two or more stacks of the pipes 24 may be arranged 

in side-by-side relationship with the ends of the shoes 10 
in abutment, as shown in Fig. 2 of the drawing, and to 
facilitate handling and/ or shipment such stacks of pipes 
24 may be bound into a unit through use of a plurality 
of surrounding bands 40. A relatively large number of 
pipe sections 24 thus bound together may be easily handled 
because it permits the use of ?nger-lifts or other load 
ing and unloading devices, thereby eliminating handling 
of the pipes 24 individually. 
To protect the coating 26 when lengths of pipe 24 

are stacked and bound into units of convenient sizes, 
a second shoe 10 is placed on the pipe in cooperative, 
opposed relation to the one that is retained on‘ the pipe 
when it is buried. This second shoe is identical to the 
permanently ?xed, normally lower shoe with the ex 
ception that it need not be af?xed in as permanent a 
manner as the lower shoe. The liner is the same as the 
lower shoe so far as its protective characteristics are 
concerned. 
When the pipe of the units are bound together, the 

shoes fully protect the coating 26 and band 40 is in 
engagement with shoes 10 as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 
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Two or more shoes 10 may be applied to each pipe sec 

tion 24 respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1 of the draw-' 
ing, and the presence thereof on the pipe sections 24 
will not in any way interfere with normal handling 
thereof from the time of shipment at the point of coat 
ing to the point of use and burial within the ground as 
shown in Fig. 6 of the drawing. 

Accordingly, while details of construction may vary 
within the spirit of the present invention, it is desired to 
be limited only by the scope of the appended claim. 

Having thus described the invention what is claimed 
as new and desired to be secured by Letters Patent is: 
A composite pipe shipping unit comprising in com 

bination a plurality of side-by-side horizontally spaced 
rows of vertically stacked parallel pipes, each pipe having 
a corrosion-proof protective coating, a non-corrosive 
spacer for each pipe, each spacer including an upper 
shoe and an opposed identical lower shoe, each shoe 
having a pair of opposed, ?at, vertical end walls, an 
elongated, transversely arcuate, substantially semi-cir 
cular concavity extending from one end wall to the op 
posite end wall, each concavity conforming in contour 
to and receiving a corresponding pipe in partial sur 
rounding relationship thereto, a pair of opposed, ?at, 
vertical side walls and a ?at horizontal face in opposed 
relationship to the concavity, proximal faces of the shoes 
of each spacer being in interengagement, each row of’ 
vertically stacked pipes being disposed adjacent one row 
of adjacent vertically stacked pipes, adjacent rows having 
proximal side walls of the shoes thereof in interengage 
ment, pads lining the concavities, adhesive means bonding 
the pads of one shoe of each spacer to the pipe coatings, 
the shoes all being separate one from the other and the 
other shoe of each spacer being unbonded to the pipes, 
said pads being resilient whereby the shoes have limited 
movement relative to the pipe coating; and a continuous 
rectangular band surrounding the rows of stacked pipe to 
hold the shoes and pipes together. 
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